
CARBON
Carbon is a continously changing installation composed of heating elements prototyped in 2018.
It is traveling from context to context, from city gatherings to rural landscapes. 

The installation shapes a new temporal microcosmos around fire, resonating with the way society grew around the first 
humans that discovered fire.
Its presence introduces a new, yet familiar, vertical archetype that visually communicates with other landmarks in the 
landscape.  
In between installements the artists travel with the base element of Carbon to different contexts, stopping on the way to 
create small gatherings and discussions around fire.
 
“.. they put on logs and, while thus keeping it alive, brought up other people to it, showing them by signs how much 
comfort they got from it. In that gathering of men, at a time when utterance of sound was purely individual, from daily 
habits they fixed upon articulate words just as these had happened to come; then, from indicating by name things in 
common use, the result was that in this chance way they began to talk, and thus originated conversation with one 
another.” (Chapter 1 De arChiteCtura, VitriVius, 30 BC)

STORYTELLING THROUGH PLANTS 
For Jardin De Métis 2020: Métissages the artists propose registering the movement of the furnace installation ‘Carbon’ 
across the world. Departing from Belgium through France, crossing the Atlantic Ocean by cargo ship ‘MSC Ilona’ to reach 
Quebec through the USA. The aim is to document the stories and interactions of that journey, while heating ourselves 
and others along the way using the ‘Carbon’ installation. 
The charcoal (carbon) from the burnt wood of the journey is imperative and will be kept meticulously. 
That charcoal will be used as a fertilizer for the future plants of the specific garden plot.
During the first week(s) of the Jardin De Métis 2020 preparations (timing below) the artists will activily take care of 
the field and plant new seeds based on the research that came out of the travel. Seeds will be selected according to 
historical values and connotation. The team works with an agriculture Phd student from Maine (USA) to carefully plan the 
agricultural aspects of the project, she has hands-on experience with farming and planting seeds using biochar on land 
around Northern America.  
Through the metaforical play on ashes to ashes, dust to dust, the artists aim to establish a socially and contextually 
active project that brings various contexts and people together in the landscape of Quebec. a A new understanding of 
‘métissages’ could be achieved by involving the public and including the production proces of planting the garden. 
To take time for the journey and by allowing the travelled contexts to influence the eventual flora content of the garden, 
a deeper project is aimed to sprout.

SCHEDULE
Start travel 07.05.2020
from Ghent (BE) to the port of Le Havre (FR) by walking and hitch-hiking trucks (2 days)
from the Le Havre by cargo ship to New York (15 days via ship MSC Ilona)
from New York to Québec by hitch-hiking trucks (2 days)
 
Arrival at Jardin De Métis 30.05.2020
Construction of ‘Carbon’ installation (3 days) with on-site prepared ready-made pieces
Preparing the charcoal fertilizer and groundwork (3 days)
First seeds planted (3 days)
 
Opening installation 19.06.2020
First flowers and plants sprout 
Active on-site for caretaking and guiding the public (1 week), with live cooking in and around the furnace
Garden grows

Spring and summer 2021 
Garden intervention #2, to be discussed (the artists team has a strong interest to further develop the project) 
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Seeds selected to be planted will be a combination of appropriate seeds
for the climate and germination time within the time frame of the project. It is vital 
for the project that the seeds resonate with an important community value and 
connotation to the people of Québec. Research for the latter will be done along the 
journey from Ghent to Québec.

Types of plants will include edible vegetables and companion flowers, 
following a permaculture method. Common plants that are easy to grow
and will sprout within a month’s time include green beans, spinach, lettuce and 
broccoli. Brussel sprouts, melons and squash have a later germination time and could 
therefore be harvested in August and September. 

Companion flowers for the crops listed above include amaranth (works well with edible 
plants as it attracts insects for cross-pollination), chives (strong smelling and deters 
insects), camomille (attracts parasitic wasps that eat unwanted insects), and other 
such as calendula, rosemary, thyme, sage, sunflowers, and echinacea.

PLAN 
larger with more detail available 

SECTION


